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hundred thousand trees on one ostate alone. The late Mi*. John
Ball was there in 1882, and although he devotes a considerable
portion of his book (Notes of a Naturalist in South America)
to the flora of Chili, he does not even mention the Jubtca.
Miss North visited Chili in 1884, and painted a picturo of the
Jubcea, which is in the Kew collection. 'In a place called Salto,
one of the most attractive coast suburbs of Valparaiso, there is
a valley full of the native palm, Jubwa spectabilis, which used
to cover the country forty years ago, but now scarcely a
hundred trees remain. They are mis-shapen things, but seem
quite in character "with the rocky valley they grow in/
(Recollection of a Happy Life,)
According to Seeman, the Jubcua is cultivated in Colombia
and other parts of South America.
'uses. — 'In Chili/ says the Treasury of Botany, *a sweet
syrup, called Miel de Palma, or Palm-honey, is prepared by
boiling the sap of this tree t6 the consistence of treacle, and it
forms a considerable article of trade, being much esteemed for
domestic use as sugar. The sap is obtained by the very
wasteful method of felling the trees, and cutting off the crown
of leaves, when it immediately begins to flow, and continues to
do so for several months, until the tree is exhausted, providing
a thin slice is shaved off the top every morning, each tree yielding
about 90 gallons.
'The nuts are used by the Chilian confectioners in the pre-
paration of sweetmeats, and by the boys as marbles/ The seeds
are sometimes exported into England, and are known commercially
as Monkey's Coconuts or Little Coker-nuts. They are eaten by
boys; but no other use seems to be known to which they are
put in Europe.
Bertero* wrote as early as 1829: 'I conceive it to be useless
to spoak of the utility and qualities of this tree, since all ax%e
acquainted with its abundant fruit, and the syrup (miel de
palma) which* is used, as also of the several purposes to which
it is applicable.
*The leaves are employed for thatching. Its extraordinary
hard and incorruptible wood may afford great resources, since
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